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Background | What is Pelagios?

- A series of projects
- Creating *Linked Open Data* of place references in historical sources
- Developing software *Recogito, Peripleo* to assist this process
- A *Commons* dependent upon a wider community
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What is it?

Why do it (the Pelagios way)?
Pelagios | Annotating Documents

Herodotus, tr., with notes, by W. Seelos
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The Essential Ingredient | URI Gazetteers

Pleiades

31,561 Ancient Places
26,055 Ancient Names
32,337 Ancient Locations

Pleiades gives scholars, students, and enthusiasts worldwide the ability to use, create, and share historical geographic information about the Greek and Roman World in digital form. Browse, search, follow, or join and contribute. Find the most recently published resources in the map below.
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China Historical GIS

...and many many more!
How? | Don’t Unify the Model – Annotate!
Pelagios | Connecting Knowledge Domains

Online Gazetteers

Pelagios

Online Historical Resources
Recogito | Linked Data Annotation for Texts and Images

https://vimeo.com/173747254

http://recogito.pelagios.org
https://twitter.com/aboutgeo/status/787963853846052864
Recogito | Some Highlights

- Free & Open Source
- Personal workspaces
- Access control and sharing for collaboration
- Versioning
- Import plaintext, images in different formats, CSV tables
- Annotated images served through IIIF
- Get your data out in a range of formats: CSV, RDF, GeoJSON
Outlook | Some Plans

- Support for TEI (text) import
- Internationalization (interest in Spanish, Croatian)
- Gazetteers!

and (depending on future funding...)

- Features for managing group/classroom work
- Exploring others’ (public) work & discovering related material
- Enhanced modes of collaboration – forking & merging
- IIIF collection support
- ...
Outlook

Exploration across documents and collections with Peripleo
Peripleo | Exploration Across Collections

https://vimeo.com/163546069
Join Us!

http://recogito.pelagios.org
Linked Data annotation without the pointy brackets

http://recogito.pelagios.org/help/tutorial
Learn using Recogito in 10 minutes

http://recogito.pelagios.org/help/faq
Frequently asked questions
Join Us!

http://commons.pelagios.org
A community space for discussing ideas and practices around creating, curating and sharing Linked (Geo) Data in the Humanities

http://github.com/pelagios/recogito2
Code & instructions to set up your own copy of Recogito.
P.S.: we want to grow a developer community, too!
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